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From the Editor
My first memory of China and Chinese
culture brings me back to my childhood when
I heard a folktale, "Why Oceans Are Salty" and
its message: we should not be greedy, and that
incomplete knowledge can bring big problems.
Later as a school boy, I learned through radio
and newspapers, of the Chinese occupation of
Tibet and the plight of Tibet
ees since
1950. And the 1962 Chine
of India
added to my negative impr
hina.
s to
But since coming to the
study, I've met many Chine
various countries-Taiwan,
mainland. My appreciation of t e inese culture
has grown through direct contacts over the past
few decades with many Chinese classmates,
Y
teachers and friends-like our Ch'
student inte
Stones
and her Chin
well as Chin
oean
Reading boo ,w.. as we
sions of art and writing, se
and Chinese-American stu
in Skipping Ston
to my understa
. a, the
'::0'<
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this year. Both of these transitions were achieved
through peaceful negotiations, without a war!
Chinese trade and cultural influenece in
various parts of the world dates back to several
thousand years. Chinese people (and their culture)
continue to spread their roots in scores of countries. It might be hard to find any city, any where
in the world, without at least a Chinese restaurant,
for example!
As we prepare our feature on China, we are
collaborating with a number of people of Chinese
cultural background, both here in the U.S., and
from the Mainland. The feature would never be
the same without conmbunons from Sophia
Wang, a doctor of
~s~ Medicine
ilc1l,~r from
in Beijing; John H
teller in
gdu; Clara Yen
ornia; and artist
s and
rages are deeply tou
national contributo
hts,
hearts and arts wi
I learn more d'
nd traditions by participatin~+i ...."pnity
ral events likethe annu Kite Festival, or
ian Harvest
h year, I
tend the two-da
ration which
any Asian
a wide-open windo
nities with their unique dances, foods and
visit Chinatowns in nearby large cities,
.~ restaurants with family and friends,
ines, and watch Chinese art films. In
d visits or exchange programs
with hprn¥s
<# befriending people from
interest,.flTeexcellent ways to immerse
a culture.
e meantime; do checkou
six international exchangestu
ts (see pp.
-31), and sp~ead the message of peace, multi~.
cultural awarene'S~k'td n~ture apprecia
the 1999 Youth Aw:ard wmners (pp. 5-1
your friends and f.~ihilymbers.
As you begin a ne
1year, open the
book of life. Open you
0 new friends and
learn new ways of 100
old) things!
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Livingwith Chernobyl

Soft Drink Disaster
I read your recent issue (Vol. 11, no. 2) on the
journey back to India. While talking about sustainability, you forgot to mention "soft drinks."
In my humble opinion, the soft drinks industry
(I don't even want to mention any brand names!)
spells disaster for the planet. Why do we need
to drink these artificially-colored black, brown,
pink, purple, red, or green waters that are tainted
with unhealthy chemicals, and sugars? I read that
Americans spend $50 billion a year on soft
drinks! It can be used wisely for other things.
Think about the billions of bottles and cans,
made of aluminium, glass and plastics. Most of
them end up in dumps after one or two usesa huge drain on natural resources. Why not drink
fresh water, or perhaps, milk, buttermilk, fresh
fruit juices, or homemade lemonade?
We also have many other options like herbal
and black teas, grain beverages, hot chocolate,
etc. Our family always uses porcelain cups,
instead of paper or styrofoam (throw-away) cups.
I think schools should discourage soft-drinks.
But, instead I read that many American school
districts and universities are selling out to big
soft drink corporations by signing contracts to
sell only their brand of drinks, or allowing billboard advertising in exchange for money. I feel
it is a disgrace to society!
Honestly speaking, the world will be much
better off if we stop consuming soft drinks, and
thus supporting big corporations that sell usyouth and adults alike-their caffeinated, tainted,
watered-down versions of life. Don't you think
these soft-drinks are an addiction with long-term
health effects, similar in many ways to cigarette
smoking? If we can make it hard for kids to get
harmful substances like beer, alcohol, cigarettes,
let's also apply the same standards for soft drinks.

4

I am Anna Volchkova, graduate of the university
in applied mathematics, but am now involuntarily
unemployed. My son, Valentine, is acollege student.
My daughter, Nadezhda, a high school student, and
youngest son, Alexey, is in middle school. We are
friendly, hard-working, and honest.
We live in Belaru~, in the beautiful city of Minsk. We
love our city. All we have is here-home, family, friends,
and jobs. Our family has six people. Grandma is a retired
school teacher. My husband works at a bank, although
he graduated from a radio technological institute.
Alas, in 1986, the Chernobyl nuclear accident
occured. Belarus got the worst of it 70% of the area was
directly contaminated. Now, it has spread to the rest of the
country, and everything has collapsed. My husband is
seriously ill, and the kids are sick, too. My youngest son
was born after the accident, which has affected his nervous system, motor skills, digestion, and emotions. All
children have lowered immunity, and need constant rest.
I have not heard a laugh in the house for a long time.
Our family is not an exception. Children and adults are
dying. People of Belarus are very patient and courageous.
But our economic problems add to Chernobyl problems.
You are in touch with the world. Would you please
ask people for their advice on how to survive with dignity
in such conditions? It's ashame that beautiful people,
both spiritually and physically, are being wasted who'd be
able to bring benefits to the whole world. We are all God's
children, living on Earth.
I want laughter in my house. I want my children to
be healthy, eat clean (not radioactive) food, breathe clean
air. I want my husband to be healthy. We are people with
good minds, not lazy at all. I believe we have the right to
basic material needs, and food that does not make us ill.
Or do I misunderstand something about life? What shall
we do? I ask your readers' thoughtful advice. What would
they do in our place? How shall we survive in polluted
Belarus, especially during these economic hardships?

Long live the real life drinkfresh, pure water!

My letter is an outcry of anguish. I am scared for the
future of our children. Yet, I want to believe that our future
is bright and happy. God, give me patience.

-A. Patel, 15, now lives in Ahmedabad, India

-Anna Volchkova, POBox 286, Minsk 220141 Belarus
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Annual Youth Honor Awards!
For the 1999 Youth Honor Awards, we invited your submissions on how you
understand and appreciate the diversity in our world; A diversity of people with
distinct cultures and customs, experiences and stories; A diversity of nature
through complex and beautiful systems which sustain all life on earth.
You responded by exploring the fragile connection between humans
and nature, and how we must nurture nature so that it can nurture us. You
sense the urgency of attending to global concerns like world peace, a healthy
planet, racism, and youth violence. You hope to work together, as the youth of
the world, to learn ~~~~~~""~~~~%""'~'~'%~~%~~""""""""""";i..~~"~;"~..,,,,,,,,,,,~~~~
from past mistakes and
We congratulate the following entrants: Iii
to work toward a future in which all people
Abbey Forbes, 8, Port Deposit, Maryland
II:
have a chance to realize their potential.
:,~
,
~~ • Rachel Rimmerrnan, 11, Kansas City, Missouri
~l[
We are pleased to bring you the
~
~l~
following exceptional entries, which we
~~ • Easha Anand, 12, Potomac, Maryland
I~[
think represent the quality and uniqueness
Sophia Sansone, 13, Gales Creek, Oregon
!1
~
•
Justin
Tackett,
14,
Gibsonia,
Pennsylvania
~~:
of your creations. We also hope they will
~§
§l:
inspire you (international students, too!)
Katherine Assef, 14, Rochester, Minnesota
to keep creating in the spirit of cultural
~ • Travis Saunders, 16, Eugene, Oregon
I~
and natural diversity.
E~c Richardson, 17, Ludlow, Kentucky
~
Behold the wonder in every smiling
FIfth Graders at Creslane Elem., Creswell, Oregon ~i
~
•
Fifth
graders at Riverbend Elem., Springfield, OR
~ij
face and every blossoming flower!
.til.
.."

I

I.

I·

II

II •

I·
I·

~:b~~'%'%~~'%'&~~~~~~'%\\'%~"&~'%."%>.~~'&~\~';,~~~'&\'tl:.",~~~~\,&\~'».~~~

~~. .NAlwte'~; 9Jeuuptd ~~~~~~.
.
) "'..fl.
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Drink down the ocean, devour the sand
hold the cool Autumn breeze in the palm of your hand
Come dance on the water, come run with the tide
your spirit is free
.J,
as the world is wide
. . -1'
Hands through the soil, like wind through a spoke
wrap yourself warm in a starry black cloak
Now breathe in the scent of a dew-covered rose
and open your eyes
from a life of repose
All the world is a banquet, and we are the guests
Each of the living is boundlessly blessed
Come fly on the wings of your spirit released
Come share in the wonders
I '.'
and join in the feast!
.' -7 E1
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--Katherine Assej, 14, lranianAmerican, Rochester, Minnesota.
She writes: iT m very interested in
learning about the Muslim religion
even though I am Catholic like my
mother, who is German and Irish. I
enjoy singing, acting, tap dancing."
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"'easons come and go, as they have many times
p that is
e
mujh for some'
in my life. I was born of an ancient one. There are many
thoygh,
t e d ie before they fall.
li~~ me iii;this place of Life. The ones-who-move have
Fina
t
u
this terror. SmaH
always been lJ.ear us, and th~ugh at times they have hurt
bei9~s,
ctl-oIO
d the look of conus, there ria mutual bond With them, for they rely upon
que~rC
;;k11flh
round me, almost with
us ~reatl~:;!be seasons turn again, passing wit~out
glee,.lau
king. For the firsHime in my Life I
notIce to'lJ!-we have seen them before and Will see
can feel hatr
t right can they do • .We have
many m
re our end...
stood here I
·they ever shall. Why they qo
needles. Greedily my
. . this? Are we not
Mothers children?>
ure, and I feel eXhil~ra-.
Another scream of pain rings through our branches.
ual din of this place is . .• The whine of something the small ones carry.... the
. stillness. It lulls me
thing~ they use to kill. It cuts deep into the bark of the
I sleep.
one whom I have given cones. Oh the horrid sound, I
xle
e from my gentle reverie.
can almost feel the'bite of that wicked aoomination in
Something is not right.. I can feel it.. so can the others. . me. The savage creatures fell that one, though she died
The ancient one tries to calm those who have grown
long before she ever felt the touch of that whining thing.
more upset from the eerie silence. The breeze carries
The whine again though closer... NO! Not the ancient
the smell of Death and dying. A shudder runs through
one! The Sorrow Song escapes me as I hear the silent of
my trunk and branches, the destruction so tangible I
the ancient one. He fights by force of will to staYllP, but
can almost feel it against my bark.
the cut is too harsh and he cannot He teeters and falls,
Then it stops... and recedes as the sky darkens, as if and I can feel Death upon my roots and tangled in my
this vileness is afraid of the darkness. Innumerable ques- branches. I am afraid for I am next.Now the sky is too
tions rush through me, wanting to know what threatens
dark and they must go, but they shall return. They will
Life so. And then it can be heard coming from the west,
take me as they took the others, of tbis I am certain...
the Sorrow Song, slowly the rest of us join in the
Why?'
.
mourning. I get the answers I seek, though there is no
As ··tn
, wish Mothercouldllelp preserve
comfort in them. Something is killing my kind. I shudder Life. I wish we could ~ot jusfbe still, I wish many things,
at the horrific idea, fear and anger welling up through me but most of alii wish just to live.
like sap to a branch break. Somehow I know the end is
The morning comes torturously slow. The small ones
encroaching upon usal!... and it shall soon be here.
come tt) me as fknew they would, and they look at me
h
The sky slowly lightens, and strangely I notice it
with a hunger that drives the fear deeper into me. One
nbw more than I ever have-now it brings something
lifts up ifs spindling branches and the sound of Death ;%
dread and expected. Closer now the Death is. "Oh,
sings awhiningli,cksong. MO~HER! The pain is more'
Mother," I want to cry out If I could, maybe some ease
than J Cim.;ibear. 'ftey cut deeply IOta me, I struggle to
would come to my spirit. I slip away into a troubled rest.$!' live...'bu{Lkno cannot, the wound is too deep.
Through the day)t becomes almost unbearable to be
. Suddenlh
t comes to me, and as the small
here... kflowin~~~he inexorable flow moving towards us.
thirt~s p
fall, faster than they thought I would,
The sky fades
,ki~ss, and afalse peace settles
and not
expected. I crash qown, down to the
a ngst.s.
..~
earth's e
ce, my trunk tottering onto that which has
s th
killed us and wants to carry us away.
0Ind I die, wondering what will ever be able to satisfy:'
enous appetites of these small ooes.
'"
S

-Tr:avis Saunders, 16, Eugene,
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Nature's Final Link
f'''':':"d

Just sit and watch how everything
around you moves and grows
The leaves fall as the season turns
while the wind that swirls them blows

Observe the sky's rotation
the stars in nightly space
Revolving through eternity
with patient time and grace
You find life's unpredictable
for the wild that's inside
Just to gasp at the regularity
of the moon, the sun, the tide
To wonder at the clockwork
of nature's perfect plan
The grand exchange of necessity
between fauna, flaura, woman and man

Sometimes it seems like nature
so obsessed with circling round
Takes no care for human welfare
as it's wrath comes crashing down
But the overwhelming glory
cannot help but fill your soul
Of one world that's working perfectly
in one glorifying whole
Eventually you realize
that you're the final link
in the chain of simple nature
It inspires you to think
That life has such a meaning
through it all you finally see
That your life is simply vital
to the flow of eternity

...""
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"About a
year ago,
I was just
discovering
how beautiful nature
really was
~ to me. Since
then I have
expanded
my interest
in nature to
include religions which
respect and
comprehend
the importance of
nature in our everyday lives; such as Buddhism,
some of the Druid beliefs, and New Age theology. I hope this art will help others think about
themselves and their beliefs.
K1<D'1&h're'b> 'l
n<;~:>

Each day is far more lively
than the day that came before
And each night, a peaceful heralding
of the next day that's in store

The plan, so wholly perfect
and so purely self-contained
Seems almost to exclude you
in its ceaseless course, refrained

< .. " .

< :

G,

if';

fA

"In this self-portrait, I made myself into
nature, and nature into me. The sun represents
how people show themselves to the world, and
the moon is who they really are inside. (I'm at
a pretty good balance with my sun and moon!).
"The words in the background speak of
water and earth. The tree represents me, who
is constantly growing and adapting to its environment. The tree on my forehead is like an
ever-expanding mind. The river is the daily rush
of life that shapes me every second I live. The
oxygen from the trees and the water from the
river are necessary for me to exist; they are a
part ofme, hence the multi-colored eyes. Music
seems to surface in my life when I need it most,
so I added music symbols to the pond. Oh! And
the leaf-mouth? That was just for fun."
-Sophia V Sansone, 13, Forest Grove, Oregon.

-Justin Tackett, 14,
Gibsonia, Pennsylvania

Vol. 11 no. 4

See the cover for a color reproduction of her art.
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Keep Our Water Clean!

It is important to keep our lakes,
rivers, and oceans clean. If y?U
throw something in, it will kill the
fish and they will float on top of
the water and pollute it even
more. And if all of the water was
polluted, then animals, and
humans would die from no water.
Please keep our water clean.

Kansas winds blow everywhere!
They hit the trees and raise your hair
They blow across the open plains
and by the towers that hold the grains
The winds blow over the fields so free
Pushing along the honeybees
And still whooshing along, hour by hour
It swerves through a patch of sunflowers
Then it rustles around the bison's fur
and through the cottonwood leaves it stirs
After a breeze to start off Spring
it whistles by as the meadowlarks sing
Blowing across the open lakes
the ornate box turtle it happens to wake
And every day it keeps blowing strong
still twisting and turning and pushing along
Then over the capitol building it flies
still pushing forward the clouds in the sky
It roams on by where salamanders crawl
as the wind makes leaves of nearby trees fall
Then around the place where the river flows
and where Amelia Earhart lived, it blows
While I'm out playing the wind will blow by
it makes my skin tingle and I look up to the sky
I feel the wi nd passi ng over me
carrying on, silent and free
And by and by, on and on
The winds keep blowing from dusk to dawn.

Abbey Forbes, 8, lives in Port Deposit, Maryland.
She writes, "I am home schooled by my mother. My
dad works all over the country and we go with him
in our camper. We like to stay at campgrounds that
aren't crowded and have lots of nature around. I love
to go on long walks with our Gennan Shepard and see
all the little things in nature. So when I walk I don't
like to see any trash around. I also like to play my
piano keyboard, cooking with nature, riding a bike..."
For this social studies project, Abbey made copies
of the drawing and colored each one individually for
display at the Town Hall Community Bulletin board,
local marina park, a bait shop and boat ramp.
8

-Rachel Rimmerman, 11, Kansas City, Missouri
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The Immigrant Experience

certain ambience permeates the house on
this day of Diwali, celebrating one of the most
massive and grandiose holidays in all of India.
Known as the "festival of lights," Diwali marks
the day King Ram (a manifestation of the god
Vishnu) reappeared in his capital Ayodha after an
expulsion of fourteen years forced on him by his
stepmother Kaikeyi in paranoia. But Diwali also
subtly reinforces the links that bind a community together, joining people in commeroration
and altruism, without ~lterior motive. This is
especially important in America, where
immigrants are dispersed across a wide
area. Noone can identify this ambience.
Perhaps, it is the ambience of
beauty, as the scoured, cleansed and
white-washed dwelling of an orthodox
Hindu is illuminated with earthen lamps;
simple lamps made of clay and cotton
wool, and filled with mustard oil;
perhaps showing off an unadorned hatri
(small house) with a statue of Lakshmi
(the goddesss of wealth, whom the lamps
are meant to attract), but which tum this
modest abode into a spectacle of glinting,
ethereal wonder.
Perhaps, it is the ambience of frivolity,
as children receive katoris (bowls) full of kheel
(puffed rice) and candy and meethai (sweet
desserts), as adults give humorous gifts and
everyone plays card games and "gambles."
Perhaps, it is the ambience of collectiveness,
as the whole family cleans the house, does
rangoli (designs made with colored powder or
flowers on the doorstep), or creates a Madhubani
painting of gods and heroes framed by flowers,
poignantly portraying a unity that seldom otherwise invades their lives.
Perhaps, the ambience is ritualistic. During
the ceremony, this aura is particularly strong.
First, the place of the puja (prayer) is decorated
with candles and pictures and a thaali (plate full
of fruit, sweets, candy, and crackers) as the guests
arrive dressed in kaleidoscopic, vibrant clothes
Vol. 11 no. 4

that glitter in the candlelight. Next, a dot is put
on the foreheads of the pictures and statues of
the gods and on the people present. Then water,
yellow and white rice, and red powder is showered on the gods. As everyone takes a little rice
in their hands, representing wealth for the next
year, any story relating to Diwali is told. These
are tall tales about old women outsmarting kings,
enchanted forests or beautiful witches, and
rice is showered once more on the gods.
Lastly, the prasad (food blessed by the gods)
is given to all of the guests as the dignified
and varied ceremony comes to a close.
Or, perhaps, this ambience
is one of simple joy; joy in
the color and vivacity around the
country, in the festival itself, in a new year,
as everybody lights fireworks. Fireworks
explode in the air, swirl on the ground, or
create fountains of light in front of your
face; they jump like little bombs, fizzle
from sticks in your hand, or arch from
your fingertips; they are fruits, flowerpots,
pencils, any shape and size and brilliance;
in all the hues and tints, forms and
radiance of your imagination.
That is the mixture of impressions that
form the ambience unique to Diwali. Or is it?
Perhaps, somewhere, like the illusion of an aroma
confused with the wind, like a bubble of wonder
burst in an instant, like a reflection of a rainbow
in a rippled pond, you too have felt this ambience
elsewhere. Did you sense it in your neighbor's
banquet on the Chinese New Year? Or did you
feel it in the observance of the birthday of
Fatima, Muhammad's daughter, that you passed
on the way to school? Was the ambience in a
Jewish home on Hanukkah, or in a Christian
home on Easter? Wherever it is felt, this to me is
what the immigrant experience in America is all
about: looking into other cultures and seeing,
perhaps, a reflection of your own.
-Easha Anand, 13, Potomac, Maryland. Photo:
Easha peforms Kuchipudi, an Indian dance form.
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he pursuit of World Peace is one of the
most noble endeavors which can be undertaken
by humankind. My generation, in order to obtain
this lofty and difficult objective, would have to
be willing to lead the way. There are multiple
courses of action which could be followed, and
the youth of today taking charge would be the
common denominator for each of these. This
would be for the simple fact that we have not
yet squandered our chance at a tranquil society.
The many paths which could be followed would
include the creation of groups that would support
communication across the globe between children
of the world-like a children's United Nations.
Other paths toward world peace, such as civil
protest to war and educating children of the
atrocities of war, should be pursued.
The idea of open communication between
the young people of all parts of the planet is not a
far flung hope, but a true possibility. Groups such
as the "People's Assemblies for a Better World"
and the "UN Youth Assembly" try each year to
bring more and more young people into contact
with each other. This communication is vital to
the achievement of peace because peace has
always been obtained through discussion. Wars
are ended with peace negotiations. Why would
it be unreasonable to prevent wars the same way?
If children were given the chance to participate
in these groups, they could talk about the struggles in their homelands. They are the ones who
will one day lead the nations of the world, so
allow them to get an early start in moving toward
peace. However, we must rely on more than just
a few groups sponsoring global communication.
Peace also requires people to know the difference between right and wrong, and to act upon it.
War is wrong! This is a simple, true statement.
War is murder, and although some would argue
that those murders are occasionally justifiable, it
does not change the fact that it is indeed murder.
If people realize that war is wrong, then they
have only solved part of the problem. They
still must be willing to act on their realization.
This is achieved through what Thoreau would
10

~et1ce ~
call civil disobedience. The best way to prevent
wars is to not have anyone available to fight them.
Teenagers would have to be willing to refuse to
give military service. Then, there wouldn't be
anyone left to fight the wars. Kids, and all other
people for that matter, could also peacefully
protest military action like the young Chinese
man who stood in front of a tank in Beijing during
student protests. He chose not to allow the tanks
to roll, and he became a quiet hero; a symbol of
what it means to really work for peace.
Educating people at a young age is the most .
vital part of achieving peace. From the time children enter school, society must de-glorify war.
Children should be taught of the abominations of
war, and should know what it means to kill and to
die. If we are taught the horrors of the Holocaust,
genocide, and mass murders during various revolutions, we'd know the true wickedness of war.
The best way to educate the young would be
visually. Speakers could be brought into classrooms who had been to war. Particularly effective
would be allowing youth to meet people who had
been emotionally or physically scarred for life.
Lady Diana followed this idea by showing land
mine victims to the world. Just before Diana's
death, her actions helped bring about a multinational ban on land mine use and production.
My generation is charged with the momentous
task of establishing world peace. Some say it is
not possible. I am reminded of the quote from
J.F.K.: "Our problems are man made, therefore
man can solve them."
Peace cannot be forced on the world, but
must be demanded by all people; not just nations
who would profit. When
the people, and most
importantly the children
of the world, are ready for
peace, and are willing to
work to achieve it, then
it will not be just a dream
for fiction novelists.
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-E. G. Richardson, 17,
Ludlow, Kentucky
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This year and years before this, we participated in a program called
Racism Free Zone at our elementary school. Our class, Room 16, wrote
our feelings about racism on a big piece of paper that hangs on the wall:
"We intend to prevent racism in our classroom and school. Students
ofRoom 16 will respect others for who they are. We don't judge people
by their skin color or accent. We appreciate all religions. We won't judge
people by their knowledge. Everyone is special. Clothing makes no
difference to us, baggy or tight. Respect all people's physical appearance.
We appreciate diversity. Keep the peace. No teasing. Follow the Golden
Rule. We will treat all people like they are candy and they're sweet."
This year we also wrote poems about rainbows. We read our poems
over the intercom so everyone in school could hear them. I liked this
program. It taught me a lot about how good it feels treating people nice.
We also sang a song in Spanish, De Colores. I had fun this year.
-Wayne Roberts, 11. All contributors are students in Creswell, Oregon
Our school is a Racism Free Zone. I'm going to
be in middle school next year. It's not a Racism Free
Zone. My friends and I want to change that! We want
everything to be racism free! The whole world! We
hope to make it that way. If we start at the middle
school, maybe others will join and make their
schools Racism Free Zones too.
Our school has been a Racism
Free Zone for eight years. That's
longer than I have been here!
My wish for the world is
that all people are free from
racism. Follow the Golden
Rule!
-Tiffany L. Gowing, 11
1 think we're all equal.
1 think people shouldn't have to
be treated badly because oftheir skin
color. I think racism is wrong. I don't think
it's right for people not to like each other
because of their color. 1 know sometimes
people can make mean, racist remarks to you,
but don't do it back and then maybe they'll
understand that you're not racist. Then there
might be peace between the two ofyou.
-Karen Eggleston, 11
Vol. 11 no. 4
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Peace
Family
Beautiful and pretty
Gold
Joy
Harmony
Northern lights
Flowers
A stream of colors
across the sky
Wet
De Colores
Colors of the world
-Wayne Roberts

fl

A rainbow represents all the colors of
the world. Without these colors, the rainbow wouldn't be as beautiful.
The colors of the rainbow represent all
the people of the world. It stands for who
we are, all different, all colorful. Without
color, we would be dull.
A rainbow is a sign
ofa new beginning and
a promise for all wishes
wished for. The colors
are the colors of love.
And together, these
'~ f colors show beauty.
·:r;;Tr
)
r
~ -Rachel Garcia, 11
rr-'-/ I...
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~y In~ian name is
!. .... ' ..' .! Talkmg BIrd. I go to
";' •. C:+;;"'i@m7n.~~ Culture Class. This is
a class where we learn
about our Native American heritage.
At the beginning of Culture Class, we had a
potluck, which is where you bring a dish of food
to share. Over the months, we made dream catchers, drums, chokers, and necklaces. At the end,
we had a banquet. I learned a lot in Culture Class.
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-Maria Rimer, 11
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I Believe...

Essays Honor Martin Luther King, Jr.

Fifth graders in Sheila Goodrich's class at
Riverbend Elementary, in Springfield, Oregon,
are standing up for what they believe is right.
Honoring the work of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
students participated in a writing contest on how
to create a community of justice and nonviolence.
Photo (l to r): Contest winners Cole Putnam, Charlie
DeLeon Guerrero, and Brad Dorman were featured in
local paper, Springfield News. (Photo by Jason Koski)

How Racism Hurts Us All
Racism divides our nation. We could be missing
out on knowing a lot of good people (if we didn't get to
know them on the inside first). Racism brings a lot of
economic unfairness to the world; not only for people of
color, but for women, too. I think there should be a law
that would give women, men, and people of all races
equal job offers and wages.
-Leslie Roberts

Racism And Violence
If young kids grow up with violence and racism, that
is what they learn and what they carryon to teach their
children. Then those children teach it to their own, and
so on. Luckily, sometimes even when the parents are
violent or racist, the children are somehow taught that
racism and violence aren't good. So they don't become
hateful. This is why education is so important. I would
never want to be racist or violent.
The Civil Rights Movement has made me realize how
much people can do if they really believe in something.
People who have stood up for their rights have always
gotten my attention. Martin Luther King, Jr. [spoke up
and got everyone's attention. He] made adifference in
the lives of every American.
-Labee Anderson
Racism and violence affects everybody, but mostly
hurts people who have darker skin. I am not African
American, but my skin is dark because my mother is
from the Philippines. Everytime someone talks about
different colors of skin, it makes me have aweird feeling
because of my darker skin... You can try to understand
each other and not get into fights when you don't agree.
Each one of us has a responsibility to make the world a
nonviolent place.
-Charlie DeLeon Guerrero
12

A Role Model
Because of MLK, the rest of us have a role model
for what it means to be committed to a cause, and have
enough courage to stand up for what is right.
If [schools] weren't [integrated], we might not know
all these different kinds of people. Everyone should have
the opportunity to be together and be friends. Maybe
someday all of his dreams will come true...and everyone
will be judged by the content of their character, not by
the color of their skin.
-Jennifer Rabbit
Martin Luther King, Jr. was the man who stepped up
to the plate and didn't back down when the pitcher threw
him the ball of injustice. He hit the ball so far, it went out
of the ballpark. In its place came a new idea: everyone
shall be treated equally.
Dr. King helped us to think about how we act: violent
or peaceful. He tried to open up people's hearts to make
them see that treating people unequally is wrong.
-Cole Putnam

By standing up to hatred and prejudice and by being
brave enough to speak out, MLK, Jr. showed the world
that love is stronger than hate. Even though those who
were against him had weapons and laws on their side,
he didn't give in to hatred. By being committed to his
dream that all of us be treated equally, he helped our
country move out of the shadow of hatred and into the
direction of justice for all of us.
-Brad Dorman
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Why Single out one Ethnic Group?
America is a country of the diverse, where each
person has the freedom to worship as they choose,
speak what they believe and dream of better things.
America was formed by immigrants and grew into a
nation by melding together a world's ideas and learning
from mistakes. We have accomplished a great deal in
only a couple of centuries, but one feat has yet to be
achieved: the formation of an American.
Black History Month sounds like a wonderful idea,
doesn't it? But where will Hispanic History Month fit
in? Asian History Month, Native American History
Month, and all of the others? But, most importantly,
where will American History fit in? And who classifies
as an American? That is the real question.

Woman in Garden, a watercolor by Kaley
Dzwonkowski, grade 8, Rockford, Michigan.

During Black History month, what is studied is
mainly Mrican-Americans who accomplished great
things for their people and the country; extrordinary
men and women like Martin Luther King Jr, and
author Zora Neale Hurston. Were they not also great
Americans who helped to shape this country by fighting
for equal respect? Why should they not be studied in
the 'American History' curriculum and not segregated
into a racially allotted month? How can we become a
nation of equality if we are taught that Black history
is not American history?

Faces of War
Little girl in bright red dress
Doesn't know about this mess
She holds her dolly to her face
and smiles in this unsightly place
A frightened boy stands all alone
His tears portend asilent moan
Will he ever see his mother?
A bomb explodes, and then another

Every ethnic group has contributed to our 2QO-plus
year history and deserves equal representation. It is not
in separating ourselves that we learn acceptance, but
in accepting that we all are Americans.

A loaf of bread clutched in her hand
A girl is left with no homeland
Her face contorted in a scream
Her loved ones are a distant dream
-Tara E. Perry, 11, Chicago, Illinois, has been
writing poetry since she was old enough to write.
Tara created this poem after seeing different
snapshots ofyoung refugeesfrom Kosovo.

Vol. 11 no. 4

America was created by people from every comer
of the world. Every ethnic group in this country has a
history, and contributed something of significance. So
why shouldn't we divide the required year of history
into segregated months with each devoted to one ethnic
group? Because it would not be "American" history
anymore, but one in which every group is separated.

The children of this country should be taught that
Dr. King was a courageous and intelligent man who
fought during the most tedious war of human civilization; the war for civil rights. And they should be
taught that, like themselves, he was American.
-Rebecca Sanchez, Thurston HS, Springfield, Oregon
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Growing Up with Martial Arts

I was born and
raised in China.
When I was 7, I
lived in the city
of Chengdu, in
southwest Sichuan
Province. Now it
has about five
million people.
In China, we
didn't have houses
with lawns and backyards.
We lived in a courtyard with 14
other families. Each family had
2 or 3 bedrooms, and every 3 to
4 families shared a kitchen. All
the families shared one public
bathroom for the ladies and one
for the men. A friend across the
street had the family name Ma.
He lived in a big courtyard with
about 30 families. There were
about a dozen young boys who
practiced martial arts every
morning and evening. We went
to the courtyard to learn and
practice.
The first step in practicing martial arts is to
develop flexibity. It's very painful at first to
stretch. I remember our self-made pUll-Up bar
where Ma could do up to 50 pull-ups-the maximum I did was 26! We stretched at a window
ledge. We would watch Ma do his stretches and
splits with admiration.
Then we did some martial arts forms-like
the ShoUn form: Jump, kick, roundhouse kick,
double jump kick. One buddy from my courtyard
showed me one whole set. I was amazed at his
flexibility. I told myself, "Someday I will also do
that, so I can show people and defend myself."
Sometimes, we went to nearby parks to watch
different people practice martial arts under different masters. It was a great treat, because you
could learn from the different styles. I had heard
from a neighbor that his grandpa was a great
14

martial artist. He was a tall, very healthy old man
with a loud voice, but never looked like a great
martial artist to me. But, I learned something:
A good martial artist does not show off.
Most children learned martial arts from a
master, parent, or brother, so there are many different styles. The teachers did not charge anything; they did it for the love of it! On holidays
students could give a special gift to the teacher.
Because every teacher has a few students,
there is peer pressure when you practice. I think
that is both good and bad.
.
Pressure can make you want to be
better, or can make you quit. I was
not a good martial artist as a boy,
but I was persistent and I never
quit learning.
Then, I read a book about Qi
gong and was amazed! The book
said that if you practiced Qi gong
for a while, Qi will develop and
you will naturally perform good
martial arts. That book made me
interested in learning even more.
Then I learned Tai Chi. Of all
martial arts I've learned, Tai Chi
is the most fascinating. You don't
use your own energy to defend yourself, but
rather use your opponent's energy. It is yin and
yang, solid and fluid, up and down, left and right,
hard and soft.
It changes all
the time!
I realize now
that learning any
martial art is a
life long journey.
-John Huang
came to the U.S.
eight years ago.
He teaches Tai
Chi and performs
Chinese massage
in Eugene,
Oregon.
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BlesSlntjS In 7)lStjulse: A Chinese Folktale
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was never able to walk again.
When Sai Ong's neighbors heard of this news,
they came again to console him. "What a shame,"
they said. "Your son was still a young man.
This must mean that your luck will tum bad."
But Sai Ong replied, "What is good turns
to bad, but what is bad will tum to good." His
neighbors shook their heads and returned home.
The following year the emperor declared war
upon the neighboring tribes. He commanded his
armies to sweep through the towns and villages
and press every man into service. Every man in
Sai Ong's village was called into battle. Though
they fought bravely and fiercely, they all
perished. While Sai Dng's neighbors were
mourning the deaths of their young sons, Sai Ong
was secretly grateful, for his son was still alive.
When the armies swept through his village, his
son had been exempt from service because he
was unable to walk.
Sai Ong knew that what is good turns to bad,
but what is bad will tum to good, and a blessing
always appears first in its disguise.

ai Ong was a farmer who lived near the
Great Wall of China. Although he had many
animals on his farm, his favorite was a chestnut
mare. One day that horse leaped across the fence,
and left nothing behind but a trail of dust.
When Sai Ong's neighbors heard of this news,
they came to console him. "What a pity," they
said, "that your favorite mare has run away.
This must mean that your luck will tum bad."
"What is good turns to bad, but what is bad
will tum to good," replied Sai Ong. His neighbors
shook their heads in disbelief and returned home.
That is how I remember the story my father told
me
when
I was little. But he remembers it like this:
The following day, Sai Ong awoke to the
sound of neighing and braying outside his house.
His favorite mare had returned, but she was not
alone. She had brought with her a whole herd of
wild horses including a majestic black stallion.
When Sai Ong's neighbors heard of this news,
they came this time to congratulate him. They
said, "We've heard of your mare's safe return and
~*---, -.----~
~j;-~
of the many horses she has brought you. This
lj}- -_
------ ._.p---must mean that your luck will tum good."
"What is bad turns to good, but what is good
will tum to bad," replied Sai Ong. His puzzled
neighbors shook their heads and returned home.
Sai Ong had a son who took a fancy to that
-ClaraYen is a second-generation Chinese
black stallion and decided to ride it for himself.
American, whose mom and dad are bothfrom China.
But when he tried to mount the horse, it kicked,
Clara is a professional storyteller and elementary
reared and finally bucked the young man off. The
school teacher in Livermore, California. Her book of
son was thrown to the ground where he smacked
Chinese stories, Why Rat Comes First, is published
his hip against a rock. With his shattered hip, he
by Children's Book Press of California.
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Meet Professor
WangYujie:

·A qtzaditional
ehinese 7Joctotz
Professor Wang Yujie works in the Traditional Chinese Medicine Department ofBeijing Union
University. With more than 30 years of clinical experience, Prof Wang treats various internal diseases,
such as stomach and spleen disorders, kidney disease, diabetes, skin problems, as well as children's
diseases. He has studied classical ancient medical texts andformulas intensively. In his clinical practice, he combines them with his own unique ideas. He has published more than 30 research articles
and 4 books on Traditional Chinese Medicine. {Above: Prof Wang instructs an intern (the author) in the clinic].
One lovely morning, I went to see Prof.
Wang at the clinic. His first patient was a threeyear-old boy, Wang Hanchen. The boy had been
taking Western medicine for his high fever for
over one week with no progress. After watching,
hearing, asking questions, and taking the pulse
(the four traditional Chinese diagnostic methods),
Prof. Wang noticed that the high fever was also
accompanied with symptoms such as constipation, bad temper, gastric and abdominal fullness,
rapid and strong pulse, and a red tongue with a
yellow coating.
This case was a simple one; Prof. Wang
diagnosed the illness as a build up of pathogenic
heat in the stomach leading to qi (energy) being
stopped up in the fu-organs (like large intestine,
lungs, and bladder). He prescribed three doses of
modified Xiao Cheng Qi Tang, an extract of Da
Huang, Zhi Shi, Hou Po, and heat-clearing herbs
lin Yin Hua, Lian Qiao, and Shen Gan Cao, to
move the bowels and clear the build up of energy
and heat. A few days later, Hanchen's mother
called to say that the fever had subsided with the
second dose, and her son was doing well now.
At noon, Prof. Wang's son, who works in a
herbal company, came to pick him up for lunch at
home. His wife, a retired primary school teacher,
16

is now a full-time homemaker. She is kind,
gentle and devoted. She takes excellent care of
her family. No matter what time her husband
and son get home, she always gets everything
ready-tea and meals are waiting for them.
After lunch and a little nap, Prof. Wang goes
to the University to give his afternoon lecture. He
rides a bicycle to school because it is not far from
home. He says this is a great way to workout!
Prof. Wang focuses on teaching and research.
He is a supervisor at the clinic, instructing and
supervising the students and young doctors in
their clinical practice. In addition, he is directing
three research projects in his laboratory, that
include developing herbal teas, such as Yin Qiao
San (a powder), and a clinical study of ointments
to relieve itching.
Reading is one of Prof. Wang's favorite
hobbies. He has read a huge number of ancient
medical books, studying various theories. But no
matter how much work lies ahead, he practices
Qi-gong in the morning and goes for evening
walks after dinner. He says these activities
promote digestion and also relieve stress:
"Not only is the human body itself an organic
whole, but also a part of nature. Traditional
Chinese Medicine believes that qi is involved in
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Prof Wang Yujie practices Qi-gong
every morning outdoors in a Beijing park.

every kind of ailment. People have to
constantly obtain good qi from nature and
expel the evil qi out of the body. Qi-gong
or Tai Chi can help open the channels
and regulate the body qi movement and
balance. Chinese herbs can harmonize the
zang-fu organs, qi, blood and body fluids.
If we combine methods properly, the
therapeutic effect will be enhanced."
Prof. Wang has a very busy schedule.
The clinic, classroom and lab create the
main melody of his life, whereas his
meaningful hobbies are like blessings
decorating it. After a whole day of work,
Prof. Wang, like many other workers,
cycles his way home, enjoying the beauty
of the sunset, and the constantly changing
face of the city. He is dedicated to traditional Chinese medicine, enjoys his work,
and has compassion for his patients. He
plans to continue devoting himself to this
great cause, for the health of human
beings and for our vivacious children, too!
-Sophia Wang, a student ofDr. Wang,
practices Traditional Chinese Medicine in
Beijing, the capital of the People's Republic
of China.
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Classroom at Beijing Fang Caodi Primary School

Break time between classes!

Parents wait at the front gate for school to get out.

18
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At present, thousands of parents in China
are concentrating on their children's chances for a
good education. Chinese parents proudly term this
. as "expecting to see their children soaring high like
adragon in their pursuit of agood career."
The practice has become extremely intensive
since there is only one child in the family. Before
the child reaches adulthood at the age of eighteen,
parents are to have designed a plan to ensure their
child's access to educational opportunities..
In China, children study six years in primary
school and three years in junior middle school.
Based on their academic scores, children would
then be enrolled in various choice schools for
continuation of study. They can then choose to
further their studies by working toward a masters
or Ph.D. degree, or going abroad.
Family members maintain a close relationship. A parent usually has a high sense of responsibility for their child. Some parents, especially
mothers, will do all they can to look after their
child in every respect; even sacrifice their own
pursuit of love or career for the sake of the child.
Children are given good care in terms of
clothing, food, living and transportation. Parents
escorting their kids to school is a common sight.
If both parents work, then grandparents or a
housemaid will take over. Parents willingly take
their children to various training classes outside
of school in order to elevate the quality of their
life. Sometimes, parents will have to make their
presence at whatever class the children are attending, such as music, Chinese calligraphy, drawing,
English, and sports exercise-including the
Chinese martial art of Kung-fu.
The financial investment by each modern
family is sizable. For their "Little Emperor," each
family will buy toys, recreational items, stationery,
books, etc. In some major cities, the money spent
on children takes up 24% of the total budget for
the family. Some people say that Chinese parents
are offering their children too much. But most
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children reward thei r parents with good school
results and their strong affection. This remains a
basic cultural model, in spite of the fact that this
tradition has become increasingly weakened by
modern civilization.
Beijing Fang Caodi Primary School (which
means "fragrant garden"), is one of the best
primary schools in Beijing. It reflects the life
of most school kids living in'developed areas.
The school accomodates over 1000 pupils, both
Chinese and foreign. Its curriculum includes
Chinese language, math, English, drawing, music,
ethics, physical labor and crafts. Pupils are taught
traditional values as well as modern science.
China has a thriving culture dating back
to over five thousand years. Pupils learn of the
culture from stories explained through proverbs:
"Kong Rong gives away bigger pears" or,
"Whole-heartedly serve one's country." In this
way, pupils learn how to show mutual concern, to
love their country, to work hard and show respect.
Students attend a national flag raising ceremonyon Monday mornings at school. They have
six periods of lessons each day: 4 periods in the
morning, 2 periods in the afternoon. Each period
lasts 45 minutes with 15 minutes between classes.
The school sets up strict rules and regulations for
the pupils. Pupils of different levels wear different
uniforms. No strange-looking dress or suits for
them! They select delegates from among themselves to supervise the conduct of fellow students.
Order is well maintained on school campus, free
from any instance of mischief, body fights, bullying the junior members or the weak. Parents rarely
have to worry about any occurrence of drug
addiction, pregnancy, or campus violence.
A rich variety of outdoor activities are available
on the playground or at nearby parks. The school
organizes various extra-curricular activities. They
invite experts to give advice and guidance to
pupils on computers, drawing, model-cars,
roller-skating, photography, sports, manufacturing,
Vol. 11 no. 4

3-year-old Qiang climbs Great Wall with mom (author) & dad

Foreign pupils discuss homework with their teacher.

A disco walking race on the playground.
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chorus, orchestra, etc. Lunch break lasts an hour and a
half. Pupils who live nearby can enjoy a meal at home.
Chinese schools, at various levels, have two semesters
about 5 months long with two vacations, spring and fall.
During vacation, schools organize military training or
summer camps in order to cultivate a pupil's ability to live
independently. Owing to the warm care they get from their
parents, they are likely to suffer from homesickness!
Pupils usually have a 'packed' schedule. After school,
they might play outdoors, but spend most of their time
finishing piles of homework-in addition to joining an
extra-curricular activity. Parents encourage them to work
hard w~th SaYin~s like: j . . . . )~
No pam, no gam
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No sweets witlwutsweat
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At present, the overload of class work that confronts
school children has drawn the attention and concern of
people from various circles. In China, we say that
teenagers are the seedlings or the buds. The teachers who
are taking care of them are described as gardeners or soul
engineers deserving of people's respect The parents hope
that with the cultivation and care by the gardeners, these
seedlings will grow strong and yield rich fruits.
-Mongqiong "Sophia" Wang, Beijing, China.
Translated into English by Guangyue Chen; Most of
the photos taken by Sophia's son, Qiang.
Sophia writes: "My Chinese name means dream
and beautiful jade. My father gave me this name for
wishing me to be pretty and clean, like jade, and that
every dream of mine would come true."

The author, Mongquiong Sophia Wang.
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Qiang riding a camel on the grassland

Qiang "Tommy" Wang
A 12-year-old student at Beijing Fang Caodi
School, Qiang is from the one child-one family
model. He is crazy about toy cars, and has a large
collection. In the future, Qiang hopes to design a
vehicle that could be driven on land, in water and air.
He likes to take photos, likes western culture, and to
play his saxophone. He says Bill Clinton blew the
saxophone all the way to his presidency.
Qiang helps his mom with housework. He likes
to hike together with his parents during the holidays,
ever si nee he began to wal k.
He has travelled to some countries, but he often
says he wishes that one day he could go to the United
States. It is true that eastern and western cultures
have their own charm, but perhaps Qiang's generation
is going to integrate the two.

Sunday English group. The teacher is the translater of this article.
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A Wedding in Taiwan

The bride and groom
then left the bride's family
and were driven to the
groom's parents' home.
As the couple exited the car,
they were greeted by the
groom's brother-in-law,
holding a tray of candies.
We all crowded into the
wedding bedroom to wait
with the couple. It was a
sunny, hot afternoon, and the
wedding candles flickered
on the table. The mirrors in
the room were covered with
paper for the wedding day.
• We were served a delicious
sweet soup with small sticky
4/ rice balls and bits of fruit.
< /iiU:~
Soon after, we all left for
Bride & groom at photo studio
the
first reception, hosted
Some friends and I had
by the parents of the groom.
arrived from the U.S. just days before to attend
At the reception, we sat with relatives and
the wedding of a college friend. We didn't know
friends of the couple, and they explained all the
any of the traditions, but were excited to experifoods we were served. There were many toasts
ence this special event in our friend's life. I had
and speeches to the couple.
volunteered to be the videographer that morning,
so I tried to capture special moments on film.
Another reception would take place the next
day,
held by the parents of the bride. We saw
In Taiwan, many couples have a professional
many large red banners hanging on the wall;
photo studio take wedding pictures before the
well-wishes from friends and acquaintances of
actual wedding. My friends spent the day with
the couple and their families. Another delicious
the photographer, changing gowns and tuxedos,
banquet followed, again with many speeches and
having their hair and make-up done. I accompatoasts. The dinner ended with a sweet soup, and
nied them to record the photo session on film.
the guests rose to leave. I hurriedly tried my soup,
My friends looked like movie stars, and the
as I didn't want to miss anything! The guests
fInished wedding album was gorgeous.
were
offered small treats from a tray as they left.
On the actual wedding day, friends and family
It was a wonderful experience, but my memtook snapshots to give to the bride and groom
ories are of how well my friends took care of us.
later. The bride and groom spent time with the
The
bride and groom made sure that we had
bride's parents in a small room in their house,
transportation during the festivities, and they
in front of an altar. Although I can't understand
even accompanied us for sightseeing. It's easy
Chinese, it was an emotional moment watching
to send greetings and well-wishes from afar,
the bride's mother speak to her. Family and
but time together is irreplaceable.
friends were crowded into the room, and we
all quietly observed.
--Susan Gavin, ESL teacher, Chicago, Illinois.
sss.....ch! chI chI chI
The fIrecrackers exploded
along the sidewalk, throwing bits of paper into the air.
The groom exited the car,
smiling broadly and carrying a bouquet for the bride
waiting in the house. It was
the beginning of my first
wedding in Taiwan. My
friend waited in the house,
dressed in her wedding
gown, her hair elaborately
done. The groom walked
towards the entrance of the
house and was greeted by
the bride's niece. She offered
him a tray of oranges, and he
gave her an auspicious red
envelope in return.
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The Rice Fields
Cl,-he beautiful central island
of Formosa
(Taiwan) has an
abundance of
rice paddies
. . .
swmgmgm
the rich breeze.
The rainy season
of February is
time for planting.
At dawn, a
red-orange sun
peeks through
the clouds in the
eastern sky. The glow of the horizon is like a new
born creation in the chilly spring.
The country women plant seedlings, one by
one, under the sun. They each cover their eyes
and face with a scarf that has only two little holes
to see. The women wear smocks and skirts, and
wrap their arms and legs with cotton bandages
to protect their skin. Fair skin is a sign of beauty,
the old folks would say.
Each woman wears a Chinese bamboo hat.
Their knees sink into the mud-water field, tracking along with a water buffalo. A buffalo works
laboriously in the rice paddies. When we were
young, my cousins and I were like ducks
splashing around in the field. Once, an enormous
buffalo chased us and we ran as fast as we could!
As the women bend their knees, their legs
sink even deeper. Their hands plant the seedlings
into the water like beetles dipping their headsbowing as if to say, "Greetings." Their arms are
like wings flapping up and down in synchronized
unity. They plant in vertical and horizontal lines
that map out a beautiful geometry.
The monsoons turn the seedlings into a green
carpet, cultivated and nourished by hard working
farmers. The breeze makes the plants swing back
and forth-just like if we were, my cousins and I,
dancing in the lush green landscape.
22

With the hot
summer of July
comes a drought,
like Mother
Nature went on
vacation. Not a
drop of rain falls
for several weeks.
Carrying a slender
wooden rod on
their shoulders,
the women go to
the canal to get
water, and irrigate
the fields. They
walk along the trail between two fields, filling the
water into the round wooden barrel. They hustle
to get their work done before sunset. Taking a
short break, they sprawl themselves on the roadside and drink cool water. Their faces are rose
pink; with sweat rolling down their warm cheeks.
Late October is the time to harvest. Buddha's
birthday celebration is going on at the temple
adjacent to the field. I hear drums playing the
rhyme and rhythm of each beat-pulsating, and
echoing miles away.
Standing in the courtyard of the temple, I
watch the women reaping the grain with a scythe.
I am mesmerized by their strong, able hands
gathering the grain into sheaves that are thrown
into a huge wooden barrrel. From a distance, they
look like ants gathering food for the winter. The
women work industriously to separate the grain
from the stalks. They put the grain in the temple
courtyard to dry. Then, they separate the kernels
from the chaff by flipping the grain into midair,
as if it were priceless gold nuggets, in a big thirtyinch-wide tray.
At the dinner table, as I eat my rice, I remember how the women had labored in the rice paddies. My grandma says to me, "Don't waste even
a tiny little kernel in your bowL" The words bring
the magic of the picturesque green rice fields.
-Mei-Li Medvar,from Taiwan, Colorado Springs, co
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A Chinese World Search

Life in Hong Kong
When I was younger, my life seemed normal; I lived
in a nice neighborhood in Alabama. All that changed
when my dad told us we were moving. I didn't want to
feel the pain of moving and I was too scared. But we
moved to a place that I had never heard of, Hong Kong.
As soon as we arrived, I knew that my life, and how
I looked at life, would never be the same. From the
airport, my family went to our house-a hotel suite
where I spent three years of my life. I attended Hong
Kong International School. In one class, I learned
Mandarin Chinese. The school was a bit more
challenging than schools in the U.S.
Many places in Hong Kong seemed odd to me at
first. One of the places was Bird Street. In an alley
between two buildings, the local people sold all kinds
of birds and cages. There were many other kinds of outdoor markets, as well. One of the biggest outdoor stores
was in Stanley where you could buy almost anything.
My favorite place was where you could get your name
painted in Chinese and framed.
I loved the restaurants in Hong Kong; there was one
called Zen which served the best Chinese food! Every
so often, my dad's coworkers would have big buffets
and invite us. At these buffets they had interesting foods
like shark fin soup. If I didn't try them, the host would
be offended. Foods like shark fin soup and Peking duck
are considered delicacies.
My years in Hong Kong were some of the most
interesting and memorable. Once, our school chose 15
kids to go to Mainland China, and I was one of them.
We traveled by boat and stayed in a hotel. We had a
buddy to show us around, and ate dinner with their
family. Going to their house was scary as they couldn't
understand me, and I couldn't understand them. For
dinner I ate foods like fish bladder, and when I was full,
they offered me more!
In the summer before fifth grade, we moved to
Pittsburgh. It was a sad time because I had grown
attached to Hong Kong. There were so many different
kinds of people and customs. But I knew that the things
I had learned I'd never forget. I think those three years
in Hong Kong helped me realize that not everyone is
the same, and there is so much more beyond the U.S.
-Jessica Sollner, 14, Gibsonia, Pennsylvania.
(This was an entry for the Youth Honor Awards).
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Across: Find words that fit the following clues• A northern highland region with a Buddhist religious
and spiritual leader as its head; it is claimed by China,
• An island that calls itself the Republic of China
• China has about 1.2 - - - - - - - people • The currency
• Current President of China • Great desert to the north
• Small, prosperous region of China, former British colony
• Month when National Day is celebrated in China
• Two opposites that start with the letter 'Y'
• Most geographically dispersed Muslim minority in PRC
• A Well known city northeast of Shanghai
• The most common hot drink that originated in China
• Natural fibers first used in China to make fine clothing
• English prefix that means 'Chinese'
• According to the Chinese Zodiac, 1996 was Year of: the--

Down:
• Two biggest rivers in China; one is the longest in Asia
• A southern neighbor, second most populated country
• A religion and the philosophy native to China
• Capital City· Short form of People's Republic a/China
• A commonly used chinese cooking pan • The continent
• A leader who led the Chinese cultural revolution
• The largest ethnic group of people in China
• Neighbor of PRC with a common alphabet and religion
• Country that borders with China, Vietnam, Thailand
• Common Chinese musical instrument found in temples
• The most spoken language in China • A Chinese dynasty
• The longest historic structure and tourist attraction
• Popular Chinese method of exercising body and mind
Hint: Many a/these words are also in the Chinese/eature!
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A China Summer
More and more girls keep getting younger
the girls who flip through the fashion magazines
they see the bodies of the thin, pretty models
and think, "I wish I looked like her."
They stand in the mirror and look at themselves
but don't see the beauty they have
They tum and frown and wish they were thinner
but their friends walk by
and think, "I wish I looked like her."
One by one the disease takes over
They go to bed hungry and wake up so thin
Their love to be thin will die someday
they will look back on their old bodies
and think, "I wish I looked like her."

~:~~tl~~l~::~~~~~g~~~~~~~~~~ ~;~:~ thin
.

..

narrow cemented alleyways
lined with miniature bamboo chairs
conservatively decorated, except for
the brightly colored clothers, still wet
hanging on wash lines outside each small door
like broad leaves after lightning thunderstorms
attached to the arching arms of street-side trees
connectil!g the diversified city of
old, almost crumbling dwarf homes
among new, towering, futuristic skyscrapers
and the lasting impression of the Bund
bicycling through a lively, jumbly mix
bargaining for roadside flowers, wok-fried treats
and sweet smelling peaches in handcrafted baskets
twisting and turning
like the mythical imperial dragon
five-clawed, with street sign scales
and an endless body of countless busy shops
whispering an unforgettable

~:~ih~a~:eI~~~~~:~i:I:~~S:~~~~:~:~~~;~i:~~~,~';~'::/}::!/::::';".

· k "I WIS
. h I I00ked like her. " .,......
,:·x'·!?
!'{:;::<: ';;i~:::;~:.'.:.
an d thm
~~ k'''''';'~' "to""·,"

remind~r of ancie?t superstition

breathmg
a humId,
•
I dusty
d fire
f
'
;·,~:·~::.:··~.~.~f:~~:~?:~:· ~~!.L. of strong hentage, cu ture an a sense 0 past
Their bodies keep getting thinner :?//~·:~:)~;::·:·YijJ:~·iit.'-·~· ':~):, moving almost secretly through the air
2ft;::;?::';·, ;:!.
1}. like familiar wafts of distinctive incense
some too weak to even stand up
A few slowly learn to get stronger~}(~:;:);;.i
l~~J always surrounded by the people who live
. f~~$W
the traditional, the modem
but the others starve to death~::n~>
:;.~/
)-1Jv\~r/ rq'
the poorer, the richer
And those who finally recover
will always hold on to the past
' -t.~
~~.!~ ~
the exotic, the common
~ov1-~
always their own
Deep inside they remember their thin bodies
~
way of life
and think, "I wish I looked like her."
-Megan Huie, 18, Claremont, California

-Ru-Woei Foong, Shanghai, China

Grandma
My grandmother sits
cross legged in the comer
where two sides
of our dark blue couch meet.

Each wrinkle or age spot
tells a story.
Some are easily visible
some deeply embedded.

She is in her usual white sari
all eighty-three years
of her life reflected in her face.

Looking into her eyes
which can't tell me apart
from my cousins
I sense everything
she has known
and admire her

Her skin is so thin
she could easily slip out of it.
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stoic acceptance
of this present darkness.
I see her white hair in a tiny bun.
She watches
but I don't know what she sees
as she sits in the comer
of the dark blue couch
wearing her white sari
-Sejal Parikh, 16,
New City, New York
Vol. 11 no. 4

.~
Greetings from Texas, my
home! My ancestors are from the
Czech Republic. Since you used to
live there, tell me about the country
from your own point ofview.

~
Dear Mary: I was born in the
Czech capital, Prague, and I visited
there four years ago. It is a most beautiful,
soul-filled city with many old churches, a
castle; a river runs through it, laced with
famous sculptured bridges; the streets are
hand-built of cobblestones, interspersed
~ ~ ·~r(
with ancient squares providing spaces for
~,.
open-air markets, restaurants and concerts. People are warm and friendly: if the stroller you are pushing along gets stuck on the rough cobblestones, whoever passes gives you a smile and a helping hand.
While you can tell, Mary, that I have deep appreciation and affection for Czechoslovakia, I want
to add a word about my ever-changing thoughts on attachments to nationality:
For a newborn child, our fIrst attachments in life are usually to parents and home. Within a few
years, a child's village or neighborhood and school are included in the safe, accustomed territory.
As the circles of familiarity widen, so does the sense of comfort and security. If one has the chance to
travel, it is easy to extend comfortable attachments within one's own country since language, money,
radio, TV, newspapers, etc., remain constant.
Once one crosses the national border, however, where other languages, other money is used, one no
longer experiences a cozy, familiar attachment. The new surroundings no longer feel like 'community.'
One attitude which is often adopted is to reject, judge, or condemn the unfamiliar. The unknown may
then be seen as a barrier, an enemy; justifying bitterness from one nation to another.
The world having suffered as many wars as it has- tribe against tribe, nation against nationI believe the time has come to view nationalism or tribalism in a new manner. We can learn from the
time we are born to expand our sense of community, in which we feel safe and comfortable, in an
ever-widening circle.

Granted, it takes effort to make the previously UNKNOWN a part of one's comfort zone
or community! You may have heard of programs by which youth exchange families for
a year with youth from other countries; most of the time, the unknown becomes 'home'
within a year! What if all students the world over were to spend a year in such an
exchange? Do you think wars might diminish? I am ready to give that route a chance.
Send any questions or coments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
Vol. 11 no. 4

In Peace,

----lL

---ir~1A \'\ ~
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Exchange Students Speak Out!
During the month ofMay, while bombings in
Yugoslavia were the news of the day, we gathered
six international exchange students spending a
year in Eugene area high schools. Talk show host,
Alan Soporin ofKLCC, a local Public Radio
affiliate, moderated the discussion. Here is an
excerpt from the 90 minute lively discussion that
centered on various current issues important to
youth and society today.

Jessica: The stereotype in Germany is that
Americans are more superficial: "Hi, how are
you? Nice to meet you." When you get to know
someone in Germany, it's deeper in a sense.
You're a bit closer, but it's not easy to get there.
Millie: In Germany, to know somebody really
well takes a long time. But you know you have
this really good friendship forever! They integrate
you into their group and you can hang out with
them. Maybe lots of people are afraid to open up
to others in the U.S.?
Alan: Do you think it's because they are afraid?
or is it not as important in their lives?
Millie: Maybe it's just personal barriers. It's safer
not to open up, so that you don't tell other people
your weak points and get hurt.
Anna: In Finland, when you make friends, they
are forever and you can tell them anything. I have
friends here, but it seems like they don't tell you
their personal feelings like they do in Finland. I
can open up to friends here, but they don't open
up in the same way.
Paolo: When I first came to the States, I made a

lot of friends, and everybody wanted to know me.
They came over and introduced themselves to
me. You feel like you are really popular! But then
those friends don't talk to you as much, and you
start to wonder what friends you have. People
here already have their friends, and maybe it's
just that we're different at first. Maybe that's why
we don't feel like we have so many close friends.
Alan: Do you th~nk if you lived here longer, then
deeper relationships would develop?
Jessica: I think in the United States, in general,.
people move a lot more. My parents have lived in
the same apartment for 17-18 years. People don't
change their jobs or move around. Here, because
people move a lot, maybe the culture has to be
'on the surface,' and maybe not so open, so that
people are able to pack up and leave.
Alan: In this country, especially in the last few
decades, people not only move more, but also
change jobs, they have more divorces, and they
change partners, etc. Is that different in your
country? It might be strange to be critical of the
U.S., but we're looking for new insights. Do you
think our mobility and materialism creates a
society that is more superficial?
Milie: I think the fact that you move a lot is
good, too. It's kind of sad that people always stay
in one place. Being here, I realize that I was a bit
closed-minded in my hometown. I didn't think
of what else was out there. There are a lot of
opportunities in America. In Germany, you have
to decide your field of study, then go to school
for 6 years, and you're a lawyer. Here, you can
Alan Soporin at
left. Jorge
Garcia Cheroles
is from Spain.
Jessica Stewart
and Millie Sperk
are both from
Germany.
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change your career, and do so many different
things!
Jessica: There is a nice metaphor I have heard:
In different countries, you see through different
colored glasses. In Germany, for example, I see
through blue glasses. Here, I look through yellow
glasses-so having seen both persectives, I see
the world in green. You learn more about people,
cultures, and how the world works. That's important, so things like Kosovo don't happen again.
Alan: Maybe the world's already a little smaller
because of IV. What is the impact of IV, and CNN,
and what are your thoughts on things like Kosovo?
Ama: In Kosovo, you are bombing people. It's
easy to kill with bombs. I think peace is more
important than war, so I disagree with this war in
Kosovo.
Jessica: I don't know what to think because the
situation is so complicated. Serbia and Kosovo
have been at war for a long time, and I don't think
that you can change that by bombing-it only
stirs things up, and everybody panics. It's so
horrible that there are refugees who are starving,
being killed, and there have been no solutions or
compromises. It's sad that we can't change things
by talking.
Paolo: Americans have the feeling that they are
responsible for things that happen in the rest of the
world-they are in charge of solving the problem
if a country can't do it on its own. But America
already has enough problems itself.
Ama: NATO, America, Yugoslavia, and Kosovo
all think they are right, so it's difficult to solve a
problem like that.

Millie: In a way, it's good that America is in this
position. Others in Europe want to help, but maybe
are afraid. It's really important to do something,
not just talk. Sometimes, you have to act to change
something. It's a safe situation that America is the
leading country. It would be too confusing if all
countries were involved.
Anna: I don't think bombing is going to help
anything, by killing innocent people.
Millie: But you have this guy (Milosevic) who
doesn't learn through talking, then you have to
do something else.
Jessica: If one person isn't willing to do something peacefully, then it might be hard for the other
groups to work with them. But this is a really hard
topic, because there are so many sides and details.
Jorge: One day, my mother called and told me
there was a war in Europe. My friend in the
Spanish Army went to Kosovo. I was worried
when I read the news. From here, we see the U.S.
point of view, but not of Europe. So, I don't really
know everything about the conflict. But I don't
think this (bombing) is the best way to do it.
Alan: Millie and Jessica, I wanted to ask: Is it
troublesome when things like this come up, and
some compare it to the genocide in Germany during WWII? How does that feel to you as Germans?
Millie: We are used to people asking us about the
past of our ancestors. In Germany, youth grow
up with a kind of guilty feeling, even if they had
nothing to do with it. I think some kids are not
really proud of their country because of that. Here,
kids are patriotic, and that's great that they are able
to like their country... but sometimes we can't.

Anna Luoma is
from Finland
Ama Mata Tary
is from
Indonesia
Paolo Ramos
is from Brazil
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Jessica: A class assignment was to write about
being American. Most kids wrote how glad they
were to be American (even though there is more
to "America" than just the United States). I wrote
some good things, and some criticisms, too. But in
Germany, if you say you are proud to be German
or sing the national hymn, some people might think
you were a Nazi, or really to the right. Our generation still feels guilty for what happened in WWlI,
and this is the fIrst time since then that Germany
is included in an international conflict. Many
Germans wonder how we would solve Kosovo.

Alan: People in this country are concerned about

family values and relationships between kids and
parents. Do you think those relationships are different here, or are they universal? Do all teenagers
have fights with parents and become distant?
Anna: I think they are pretty much the same in
Finland and everywhere. Individual families are
different in any country.
Paolo: I think it's the same, except different
countries have different values. With the shootings,
America's great concern is with relationships in
families. Do we make schools safe? Do the prob-.
lems start at home? It's important to talk about it.
Ama: In Indonesia, family relationships are
closer. Kids tell everything to their parents, what
happened at school, bad things, good things. Here,
I probably tell more to my host parents than my
host brother or sister does!
Jorge: Spanish families are closer than in
America. American kids have their independent
lives; you have your car; and when you're 18,
you go to university with your apartment. In
Spain, we go to university but we prefer to stay
with our parents... because it's cheaper!
Alan: This country has been seen as a real

Ama, Millie, and Jessica

Alan: Paolo, I noticed that you referred to the U.S.

as "America," and being from Brazil, you are also
part ofAmerica. Did you pick that up here, or... ?
Paolo: In Brazil, I called America "United States,"
but here, everyone says America. I tried to convince
some friends that America was the whole continent,
but they said no, no...
Jessica: Do you say you are an American in Brazil?
Paolo: No, I say I'm Brazilian.
Alan: Do you have a sense ofpride as a Brazilian?
Paolo: Yes, I'm proud to be Brazilian. But I didn't
really realize how great it was until I came here.
Now, I start to value more my family, friends, my
land. I'm more open to new things.
Jessica: I'm telling my mom about everything now.
It"s amazing how much you value your home again.
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'melting pot' ofpeople, and with that comes many
religions. Is that an issue in your countries?
Ama: In Indonesia, we are mostly Muslims. But
in my family, some are Protestant, some Muslim,
some Buddhist and some Hindu. I went to a
Catholic school! I know about all these religions.
Alan: Many people in this country say that they
belong to a given religion, but they don't necessarily get a spiritual centering from that. Maybe
they just go to church occasionally or they
celebrate Christmas. But there's a concern in this
country that we've gone astray in terms ofsome
spiritualfocus. Any sense ofthat?
Jessica: I think that in Germany it's worse.
People are just baptized 'cause their grandparents
want them to. It seems like they don't care.
Anna: That's also how I feel. Like in Finland,
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most of the people are Lutherans, and I don't
know anyone who goes to church. Except at
Christmas and Easter.
Alan: What's your sense of the spiritual centering ofpeople in Finland? Without embracing the
religion, do you think their values are still solid?
Our concern, in this country, is: Are people
behaving badly because they don't have some
focus of spirit inside ofthem?
Anna: I think that's also a problem in Finland.
Jessica: In the U.S., state and religion are
separate. In Germany, for example, we have
religious education class since fIrst grade. If
you don't believe in Jesus Christ, you can go to
"ethics." In Bavaria, though, the part in Germany
where I'm from, it's more Catholic. The church
is more important than in northern Germany. I'm
Protestant and had my confirmation and everything. I went to church a lot at that time because
I had to. But now I go twice a year.
Alan: So you don't think people have to practice
a given religion to be a good person, to have
good ethics? Or can you develop that separately?
Jessica: My host mom said after the shooting
in Littleton, Colorado, that youth don't have a
spiritual background. That's why they can
develop wrong ideas, and get sort of lost. People
who don't have a group of friends to support
them, or in families with working moms and
dads, relations kind of grow apart.
They can have two different lives. At home, you
say, "So, what's for dinner?" And then you go out
and you have a completely different life that your
parents are not involved in. I don't know if that
has anything to do with the spiritual part of it.
I've actually heard a lot of good comments about
how great the church community and youth
groups are here.
Paolo: The churches here are totally different
because they are much more social. You go
because you're going to have fun. And the church
has youth groups and trips so the youth are
attracted to that. They see that church is a place
where you make friends, much more than just sit
Vol. 11 no. 4

there. In Brazil, you just sit and pray, read the
Bible. If you don't playa lot of music, and don't
have the outside activities like youth groups and
trips, I guarantee nobody would show up.
Alan: I wanted to ask about television, too. I
have mentioned it before. Have you watched a lot
ofTV? Have you watched MlV?
Jessica: I don't personally watch a lot of TV.
At first, MTV was the American thing all over
Europe. But now they have European MTV, so we
don't get as much American influence anymore.
But it's almost the same already.
Alan: So there was not a big culture shock
coming here and turning on the television?
Jessica: A lot more commercials and even more
soap operas. And you hardly fInd anything
educational. I guess TV'S more well-centered in
Germany. They care about what kids should be
watching. The only reason that I like to watch TV
here is because it might improve my English.
Alan: What about Hollywood movies? Do you
get American movies wherever you are, so they
are not a big deal?
Jessica: The voices are dubbed in Germany. So
Jack Nicholson speaks German.
Alan: One ofthe discussions going on in the
wake of the different shootings in high schools
is: "How much sex and violence is in the movies
and on IV?"
Jessica: We are influenced a lot by TV. Sometimes I watch TV too, but I'm not a person who
comes home and clicks on the 'remote.' I think
TV can ruin your mind. You don't really develop
your own fantasies anymore if you just get it all
on this little screen. I know a lot of kids here, and
in Germany, and their friend is the TV. If you
watch a certain series everyday, you could develop those values yourself. If you watch a lot of
movies where the killing person is the hero, you
probably think after a while, "Well, killing is
okay." But a lot of people just don't have moral
support in other ways.
Millie: I think TV and video games do influence
you, but more if you don't have any other
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interests. If you have friends, you do sports, you
have hobbies, you won't come to the idea that
you want to kill somebody. Or, maybe you come
to the idea but you would never do it. The
problem is they don't have a life besides TV and
computer games.
Alan: Do you watch IV in Madrid?
Jorge: Yeah, I used to watch a lot of TV. In
Spain, this one program was on late so I'd sit on
the sofa and watch it. But here I have a lot of
activities. I go a lot of times to see a movie
because I really like going to the theater. But I
never really want to watch TV.
Alan: What is IV like in Indonesia?
Ama: It's about Indonesian culture commonly.
But sometimes they show about other cultures,
like American or European, or the news.
Alan: But they would have sitcoms there?
Ama: Yeah, sometimes. I knew about American
shows before I came here. I still watch American
TV now. They show some violence, but I don't
want to take it seriously. It's fun to watch TV or
movies sometimes.
Anna: I don't watch TV here as much as in
Finland. But we get almost all the same shows,
programs, and movies. It seems in Finland we
have as much sex and violence on TV as here.
Alan: That's the scariest thing I think I've heard.
Millie: I often have to think that it's not real
what they show. It's all fake. They just pay the
people to get that violent. I mean, if you're a
normal person and you watch it, then you can
laugh about it. You shouldn't take it seriously.
Paolo: It's amazing how America influences
the rest of the world.
. Jessica: Clothing. Style. The way people talk.
The songs. Every single song that I hear here is
on the radio in Germany. And talk shows now:
I get so aggressive when I see those people fighting about things that are not relevant to put your
energy into: "Well, I marry because I feel it's
good to marry." "Well, I want to live free." Why
fight? Why don't they live how they want to live?
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Paolo: American influence is an important issue
because Jorge and I had some ideas about how
we think, and dress and stuff. And now we
compare ten months ago and now. How we've
changed! Now we're much more like Americans.
He's in baggy pants...You just can't go in tight
pants!
Alan: Boys wear tight pants in Brazil?
Paolo: Tighter than here. When I came here
people were like, "What is that?" Now we dress
more like the Americans.
Alan: Yes, you've got your hat on backwards!
Jessica: In Germany, we listen to rap music. It's
cool-that's the way to go. I think it's kind of sad
in a way. You can tell that the USA does playa big
role in the world, because everybody seems to
copy that style. But there's something unique
underneath that we don't see.
Alan: We talked about a lot ofdifferent issues
around violence, and it seems to me that maybe
we're not so different. But I assume you've heard
about the second amendment. Do you understand
that enough to know that from words within our
constitution, some people believe that everybody
has the right to have their own gun?
Consequently America has a lot more individual
guns.
Ama: In Indonesia, nobody has guns. Just
military people can have guns. We talked in my
English class about the gun law in America, so
I know everybody has the right to own a gun.
But you have to use it for the right thing.
Jessica: When this country was created, a lot
of people were coming from different countries
because they were oppressed by some other religion, or authority. Basically, they didn't know
how the constitution would develop, and had a
totally different concept when they wrote that
every one was allowed to bear arms and carry
guns. Now people say, "I want to have my gun
to defend myself." I heard that the day after the
shooting in Colorado one guy said, "I wish I'd
had my gun. I could have defended everybody
and killed the killers." But it would not end like
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that because the only thing
people can do with guns
is kill. It's not the way to
solve the problem.
Millie: Guns make it a lot
easier for people to go and
live out their aggressions.
Anna: Here, in the U.S.,
its way too easy to get a
gun. I don't know how to
get a gun in Finland. But
I think that's part of the
crime, that everyone can
get a gun so easily.
Paolo: The leadership
.~
group of my high school
in
was talking with the
Potluck Party with exchange students andfriends: (left to right) Charlotte, Jason,
principal. We're going
Rachel, Jessica, Beth, Millie, Bidyut, Ama, little Shyam, and Terra. Photo: Arun Toke
to try to go and talk to
Just being around them was kind of scary!
Congress to approve a law against guns. It's
something that we can focus on-limit the access
Ama: How old do you have to be to have a gun?
to the guns. Crimes are, of course, related to the
Alan: It's different in different states. That's one
access. If laws make it harder to have a gun, the
of the things they're debating right now. It's 18
crime rate might decrease.
in most places and they're trying to raise that to
Jessica: Also, if somebody really wants to kill
21. But as Jessica pointed out, a lot ofthe deaths
you, for whatever reason, they're going to somecome from a childfinding a gun and shooting a
how have access-in Germany, or here, or wherlittle sister by accident.
ever in the world. The problem is not having the
Ama: That's what we're talking about right now
gun. I think there is always a way. But accidents
in our class; how old people should have to be to
do happen. How many accidents happen with
own a gun. Maybe you can at least change the
kids finding guns in their parents' desk, and they
law to make it twenty-one.
just play with it? What if there's a gun around
Alan: Ninety-five maybe!
and you're in a rage, at your boyfriend, or
whoever, and you have a gun next to you?
Jorge: Remember, Paolo, that first day when we
came to our home and we were shown the rifle?
People here are like "I have this gun," or, "my
father has this kind of gun." In Spain, I wouldn't
think about guns to shoot people.
Paolo: We lived with the same host family for
three months and there was this big gun cabinet.
We were kind of scared. People think that having
a gun is your security.
Alan: But to you it was kind of the opposite feeling-being around guns made youfeel insecure.
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Jessica: Killers are getting younger. My teachers
say when they were in high school it was safer
because things like that apparently didn't happen.
Now it's something that occurs more and more
often. That's a scary thought, I think.
• Try to answer some of these questions yourself.
Imagine you are an exchange student: How
would you describe your lifestyle, values and
culture to your host family and classmates?
Talk with international students at your school.
What questions would you like to ask them?
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Got Pen Pals?
Denmark
Sandra Mortensen, girl, 13
Tolstedparken 213 2TH.
7400 Heming Denmark
Int computer, fun, friends

Finland
Mikaela Wallden, girl, 15
Ytterby 12
22150 Jomala, Aland Finland
Int disco, letters, music

Sweden
Anna Lundmark, girl, 13
Lessebovagen 133
SE- 12242 Enskede Sweden
Int cats!, music, reading
Hanna Gustavsson, girl, 13
Jungfrudansen 13
17150 Solna Sweden
Int karate, Pen pals in Oregon
Jenny Efremova, girl, 14
Bengt Forjares v. 6
18277 Stocksund Sweden
Int: Swim, dance, music,
Natalia Wikstrom, girl, 14
Kyrkeby260
442 74 Harestad Sweden
Int horses, animals, friends
Anna Danielsson, girl, 14
Hosjostrand 167
79147 Falun Sweden
Int: sports, letters, music
Johan Hilmertz, boy, 15
Brogatan 19
S- 669 30 Deje Sweden
Int: icehockey, clarinet, books
Sofia Ingmarsson, girl, 15
Ektunavagen 27
589 33 Linkoping Sweden
Int: piano, jazz dance, cats
Emma Engjarde, girl, 15
Lillgatan 5
333 30 SM-Stenar Sweden
Int: friends, collect pictures
Michaela Neu, girl, 15
OlserOdsgatan 23
44242 Kunglilu, Gothenburg
Sweden Int: sing, dance, letters
Carolin Wingard, girl, 17
Ostra SynnerOd 185
44294 Ytterby Sweden
Int: horses, friends, music
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Croatia
Marta & Irma Sokolic, girls
Jezeranska 9
10251 Hrv. Leskovac
Zagreb Croatia
Marin Kokot, girl, 12
M. Kolarica 2
40 000 Cakovec Croatia
Int: suvenirs, postcards, photos
Ivana Versa, girl, 13
EpuIonova 12
52 000 Pula Croatia
Int: floor gymnastics, movies
Jasna Bozic, girl, 13
Biogradska 36
23 000 Zadar Croatia
Int: read, write, gifts

To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, we request US $5.
You will also get a copy of the issue in which you are
listed. Low-income and subscribers get one free listing. Priority given to ages 7-17. Please do not give
the same addresses out to all of your friends. Thanks!

Ghana

Lithuania

Eric Opoku Serebour, boy, 10
Methodist Church, PO Box 36
Juaben Ashanti, Ghana,-W/A
Int: global friends, letters

Justas Danaitis, boy, 11
Vasario 16-osios 13-19
Garliava 4316, Kaunas, Lithuania Int: basketball, geography

Andrews Sakyi, boy, 13
PO Box 40
Odumasi-Sunyani BIA Ghana
Int: writing letters, friends

India

Yakubu Alhassan, boy, 15

D/C 'B' J.S.S., PO Box 723

Maja Bubie, girl, 14
Vladimira Nazora 25
21000 Split Croatia
Int: music, films, disco

Sunyani BIA, Ghana W/A
Int: soccer, friends, letters
Jabiru Yakubu, boy, 16
PO Box 195
Techiman BIA, Ghana W/A
lot: soccer, reading, music

Dania Covic, girl, 14
Stjepana Radica 9
20340 Ploce Croatia
Int: laugh, film, swim
Dejan Kranic, girl 16
Naseije Prijateijstva Matina
4/25, 31431 Cepin Croatia
lot: write letters, USA pals
Barbara Ukic, girl, 17
Puntarska 6
21000 Split Croatia
Int: dance, soccer, USA pen pals
Sena Zutic, girl, 17
Harambasiceva 4
10 000 Zagreb Croatia
Int: basketball, collect shells

Macedonia
SanjaStevcevska,girl,16
vI. Vasko Karangeleski Br. 86
91 300 Kumanovo Macedonia
Int: romance, basketball, school

Oppong K Marfo, boy, 16
POBox 1609
Sunyani BIA, Ghana W/A
Int: music, swimming, letters
William Hammond, boy, 17
Twene Amanfo Sec. Tech SchI.
POB 340, Sunyani BIA Ghana
Int: sports, dancing, swimming
Joseph O. Yeboah, boy, 17
POBox 530, Berekum, BIA
Ghana W/A Int: travel, sports

United States
Brianna Hernandez, girl, 8
7613 Center Parkway
Sacramento, CA 95823
Int: reading, soccer, math, art

Swastik Kulkarni, boy, 14

clo Gopal Kulkarni
E.I.P.W. Ltd., 3620 Daryaganj
New Delhi 110002 India
Int: cricket, collecting, friends

Russia
Anton Dzygovsky, boy, 15
Semafornaya St 273, Apt 13
Krasnoyarsk 660 025 RUSSIA
Int: ice hockey, soccer, films
Yulya Lukina, girl, 16
St Mira 11, Apt 1
396072 Novovoronezh
Voronezhskaya Region RUSSIA
Int: rap music, rollerblading
Natascha, girl, 16
Oktyabrskaya S1. 1, No. 21
183012 Murmansk RUSSIA
Int: reading, drawing, new pals

Belarus
Irina Lomachenko, girl, 14
Oktyabrskaya S1. 9-25
223 710 Soligorsk Belarus
Int: sing, dance, acting, music
Olga Grishanovich, girl, 15
Slobodskaya S1. 73-281
Minsk 220098 Belarus
Int: music, walk, cinema, travel

Bosnia-Herzegovina

Arielle White, girl, 9
POBox 835
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
Wants pals in Ireland &England

Ivana Rasie, girl, 14
Podzelenikovac 15
88348 Tihaljina Bosnia-Herzeg
Int: would love USA pen pals!

Anna Basalev-Binder, girl, 10
321 Harper Place
Highland Park, NJ 08904
Int: soccer, art, friends

Lena Gibaluck, girl, 16
POBox 191
220113 Minsk Belarus
Int: table tennis, film, music

Lela Rakic, girl, 16
himze Polovine 27
71000 Sarajevo Bosnia-Herzeg
Int: art, music, letters

Isaac Graf, boy, 11 (wants IOyear-old pals) 1118 Schley
San Antonio, Texas 78210
Int: Wild cats, sports, reading

Tatyana Legostaeva, girl, 17
Koltsova str. 22-36
220131 Minsk Belarus
Int: swimming, music, letters
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What's On Your Mind?
This is aforumfor expressing views on critical matters in your lives. We know that you have
unique and fresh perspectives. We offer this page for your active participation and invite you to
share your opinions with others on an issue. Send your art and/or writing under 250 words.

Categories

Death of Compassion

are you listed under a group or a name?
do you have a title for yourself?
do you represent anything great?

A man sits at a roadside, sign in hand
no food, without shelter
we look past, pretend not to see
An old woman lies alone, no comforts of home
breathes her last breath
no hand to hold
A young woman, pierced, tattooed
we gawk, misunderstand her independence
uniqueness, her voice we ignore
Children with guns, streets infested with drugs
appalled by their violence
too many of us
apathetic to their needs

this world we live in
collapses day by day
everyone is listed in a group
by every single person's eyes
to be titled under race, appearance, abilities
why can't we be equal and not judged?
why can't we judge a person by their personality
not looks, not ability, not race
not popularity, not the greatest
not the poorest and not the average?
-Mikaela Crank, 14, ofDennehotso, Arizona.
Mikaela is a member ofour Student Review Board.

A son blames parents, feeling shamed
illness without cure, wasted young life
neglected love

For You

Families entranced by the news
of murder, of injustice
we sit numb, detached from the world once more
People wake up to the forgotten, the needy
distinguish hopelessness
revive this world
dead in its compassion

You only see my mask when you look at me
It helps to hide my ugliness
My weakness
My fear
I wear it so you look at me
And not right through me

-Terri Lee Pettiford, Olympia, Washington

Be Smart
If you hate somebody

No one knows the real me
They only know my mask
I take my mask off for my friends
And they show no fear when they look at me
They take off my mask and destroy it
So I'll be myself

you're going to break
somebody's heart
a fight will start
And that won't be smart
You'll lose a good friend
And in the end you will
want that friend back

But I glue together the broken pieces
And put it on when you see me
You only see my mask when you look at me
Do you like it?
I wear it for you

-Jalima y' obulumu, 9, San Diego, California
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-Tara Kuboski, 16, Belle Mead, New Jersey
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Red Scarf Girl: A Memoir ofthe Cultural
Revolution by Ji-Li Jiang (Harper Trophy Books).
Feel the courage and determination of one 12year-old, as she and her family struggle through
China's communist regime of 1966. She must
make a decision to side with government or
family. Based on a true story. Ages 10 and up.
The Animals of the Chinese Zodiac by Susan
Whitfield and Philippa-Alys Browne (Crocodile
Books, NY). Buddha is feeling ill and invites all
the animals of China to visit! The zodiac animal
story is well-known in China. This version is a
beautifully illustrated tale, accompanied by a
brief history, and character traits and years of all
the twelve animals. Ages 8 and up.
White Tiger, Blue Serpent retold by Grace
Tseng, illstr. by Jean and Mou·Sien Tseng
(Lothrop, Lee & Shepard). The Tseng family
teams up to wondrously illuminate this retelling
of a favorite Chinese folktale, based on a story
from the Drung tribe of southwest China. Young
Kai only wishes to keep one of his mother's
woven brocades and bring some beauty into their
lives. When it is stolen by a jealous goddess, his
hard work, courage, and self-determination help
to bring it home. Magical illustrations! All ages.
The Dragon Lover and Other Chinese Proverbs
by Yong-Sheng Xuan, in English and Chinese
(Shen's Books, CAY. Colorful paper-cuts illustrate
traditional Chinese stories behind five meaningful
proverbs that convey universal truths. All ages.
Chinatown, story and illustrations by William
Low (Henry Holt, NY). Vibrant paintings bring
simple words alive in this story of daily life in
Chinatown. Through a young boy's perspective,
one senses the pride and excitement of taking
part in morning walks with Grandma, and all
the traditional happenings on street comers,
every day of the year. Ages 7-11.
In the Park by Huy Voun Lee (Henry Holt). On
the first day of Spring, Xiao Ming learns from his
mother how to write a dozen words in Chinese to
describe nature. Easy to learn and try! Ages 5-9.
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The Cook's Family, a young adult novel by
Laurence Yep (Penguin Putnam Books). As her
parents' arguments become more frequent,
teenager Robin Lee goes on frequent visits to
Chinatown with her grandmother. They befriend
a lonely' cook and pretend to be his long-lost
family. At Cook's restaurant, Robin finds a whole
new world opening to her. In her make-believe
father, she discovers a sense of her Chinese
heritage, and she also sees a new side of her
grandmother. A fun story. Ages 12 and up.
It doesn't have to be this way: A Barrio Story .
No tiene que ser asi: Una Historia del Barrio
by Luis J. Rodriguez, illstr. Daniel Galvez
(Children's Book Press). Young Monchi is attracted to the life of a street gang, but likes to write
poetry, tell stories, and hang out with his cousin
Dreamer. He makes a hard decision with his
uncle's help and kind words. Ages 10 -15.
The Story of Colors, La Historia de Los Colores
by Subcomandante Marcos, translated by Anne
Bar Din, Illustr. Domitila Dominguez (Cinco
Punto Press). This folktale, from the jungles of
Chiapas, Mexico, tells the story of the origin of
colors, as it sheds light on the struggle of indigenous people of southern Mexico. Ages 10 and up
Sika and The Raven by Dr. Carl Hammerschlag,
Illstr. Baje Whitehorne, Sr. (Turtle Island Press).
This new book from "Dr. H" tells the story of
Sika, who would like to have, and care for a baby.
Grandfather turtle gives her a test, but only meaning well, Sika does not keep her promise. She
learns a lesson in patience and wise choices. The
text is inspired by a Native American Legend,
and weaves naturally into the vibrant illustrations.
A book to fill your spirit. Ages 6 and up.
Rosita and Sian Search for a Great Work of
Art by Sue Robishaw (ManyTracks Publishing,
MI). This young adult chapter book revolves
around a contest that sends Rosita and Sian on an
adventure to look for a Great Work of Art. In a
world where creativity is not encouraged, the
book playfully explores questions like: What is
creativity? What is art? For ages 9 to 99.
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Racism Free Zone
" ...We believe that we should
always look at what a person is
like on the inside. If everyone
lived in harmony like the colors
of the rainbow, the world would
be a better place... all the people
mixed together make the world
a whole lot better..."
...wrote Creslane students in
1991, when we first dedicated
Creslane as a Racism Free Zone,
RFZ. Every year we find a special way to rededicate ourselves.
Each class writes a statement
promising to be kind to others
and not to tolerate racist behavior or language. This year, we
were privileged to have Bahati
Ansari, national founder of the
Racism Free Zone, participate in
our rededication celebration.
A RFZ is a place where anyone can feel safe and welcome,
and know that they are part of
the community. Disrespect is not
tolerated, and differences are
celebrated. At Creslane, we are a
community of learners, and we
are continuing to learn about all
the wonderful diversity in our
world. We welcome and appreciate the unique qualities of every
person and the rich offerings of
all cultures. (Also see page 11).
Understanding how to
respect and get along with
every-one is a life skill that
adults at Creslane Elementary
are dedicated to cultivating in
ourselves and teaching to our
students. Learning to value and
appreciate different peoples and
cultures opens children to the
world beyond their walls. This
opening of minds and hearts can
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create unexpected possibilities in
children's lives.
We think it is very important
to take action against racism
before problems arise, not after.
Because we have committed
ourselves to fighting racism in
our school and community, and
because we talk about it openly,
we believe that everyone is more
aware of the reality of racism,
and how important it is to speak
out when they witness racist
behavior or language. We create a
climate of appreciation of diversity, and we make it uncomfortable
for people to be intolerant.
This year, our RFZ program
joined with another program at
our school for a special project.
The A to Z Story Tree Project
brings a book to life on stage
each year for our entire school.
We work with Lane Community
College dancers and musicians,
community members and parents
to celebrate a special book each
year. This year the book chosen
was: ARROW TO THE SUN, a
Pueblo Indian story by Gerald
McDermott. Elders from the local
Native American community
worked with us as we strove to
present the story in a respectful
and true way. The story of a boy
who at first was shunned but who
was able to earn respect from his
people was inspiring for us.
The story and artwork included
rainbow colors, which we think
of as a special way of describing
how all kinds of people make the
world more beautiful.
When we celebrated our RFZ
this year, everyone sang the
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Staff Statement
We, the staff of Creslane Elem.,
commit ourselves to providing a safe
place for all people, so that they feel
comfortable and valued as part of
our school community.
We welcome people of all
cultures and colors. We'll strive to
become more aware of our attitudes
and behaviors and work to eliminate
those which separate us.

We believe in...
building Relationships
fostering positive Attitudes
celebrating a collage of Cultures
revering Individuality,
.seeking knowledge about others
and Modeling racism free behaviors.

We believe in...
respecting others' feelings,
striving to Recognize diversity,
.Equality for all,
and .Embracing uniqueness.

We believe in...
working toward Zero prejudice,
creating Qpportunities for all, and
learning New ways of
.Eliminating stereotypes.
Mexican traditional song, De Colores,
which describes more than just the
beauty of the rainbow. As a part of the
ARROW TO THE SUN project, students
wrote poems describing what a rainbow means to them. Through these
two schoolwide projects, we were
able to explore the beauty of cultural
diversity throughout the year at
Creslane Elementary.
For information on how to start a
RFZ program at your school, you can
contact me c/o Skipping Stones.

-Mary Drew, 5th grade teacher, RFZ
Coordinator at Creslane Elem., OR
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(Clockwise) James from HongKong, mask-making at the Beijing International School. School children in
small town of Yang Suo in scenic Guilin area (Bill Hessling). A Taiwanese wedding photo (Susan Gavin).
Child with traditional haircut in a small southern China town (Bill Hessling). Please also see pp. 14-23.
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